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About This Game

NEET simulator is a simulator game. Operate a NEET and observe his daily life.

Playing computer games and watching cartoon.

Buy garage kits and complete them.

Work online if you can't afford a new game.

Don't let your NEET die.

· 1 Fat NEET

· 75 games

· 40 animations and cartoons

· 50 garage kits

(press up down left right B and A to cheat)
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tos neet simulator. neet dating simulator. neet exam simulator. game need simulator. neet simulator

Just tried this on CV1. It's not a game as such, but as an exploration/sitting around admiring the view experience, it's fantastic.
The visuals look great and the minigames are entertaining (particularly flying as the bird). If you're looking for somewhere to
just hang out in VR, this is perfect.. A vr game that isn't expensive and lives up to what it shows in the trailer. For a game that's
still in development to have this many mechanics and more to be released is amazing. Combat needs work but being able to cut
off limbs when you weaken an enemy enough and destroying their armor reminds me allot of gorn but with its design takes you
back to classic rpg games. The leveling up system even feels nostalgic. There's so much content to still be released as shown in
some of the screen shots. Only problem is people over hyping themselves when they see the game thinking it is so much more
than it is.. This is a conditional recommendation from me. I thoroughly enjoyed the game and was very happy to finally get to
play it. However I don't think this game would have a very wide appeal these days. If you like System Shock 1 and other early
Looking Glass titles, definitely give it a try.

It's a tactical first person shooter with quite a bit of depth to the squad commands and the equipment loadouts. I personally
enjoy cheesy FMV cutscenes, and in this game along with the briefings they really tie the missions together. Do note that it
plays very similarly to System Shock 1. No mouselook, (and no mouselook mod at this time either) and there are 12 movement
keys as opposed to the typical WASD. Also like System Shock 1, the UI is completely over the top, but it kind of grows on you..
not up to par with other sports games, especially the OOTP baseball game. I love football... American... football a whole lot, but
this game is too cumbersome, just not structured so as to enjoy the game. Rather you have to learn FOF7 and attempt to find
some kind of enjoyment out of that experience. It seems like they are a decade behind in development compared to other sports
games. If it can be done for Soccer, Baseball, Basketball... why can't it be done for American Football.

It is just not worth the cost.. It's a Pretty Fun. Pretty good music. But the game is boring and long and very easy.. Well worth the
price tag. Very enjoyable.
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Pros:
- Sokoban derivative.
- Aesthetics was actually pleasing for a puzzle game.
- Challenging.

Cons:
- Undo would have been useful.
- Music was uninspired, ended up turning it off.
- One of the achievement (We Don't Need Another Hero) basically forces you to replay the whole game if you mess it up the
first time, like I did. Went much faster the second time, but still a pita.. This game\u2019s presentation is simply breathtaking.
The amazing visuals and the way they are synchronized to the soundtrack is nothing short of brilliant.

It\u2019s a shame the controls, namely the button presses that appear in the top-right corner, cause undue frustration and really
take you out of the game. The developers really should have evaluated this when porting this game over to Steam, as what may
be practical on a touch screen is highly impractical here. You have to do awkward combinations of button presses at a very fast
rate that is, at times, seemingly impossible.

I\u2019d give this a neutral review if that were possible, but as it stands this is a reluctant thumbs up based on the
aforementioned control issues. If the developer had addressed this... well then this title would not only be a hearty thumbs up, it
would be deemed an absolute must play.. Amazing softwear I am a new Graphic Design student and have limited experience
with software like Photoshop and the likes and I picked this up in less then 5 hours, very user friendly, very resonsive
developers, ability to create custom brushes , all around an amazing..... uh...art program thingie, I purchased on sale for $45 and
would have happily paid $100 for it not on sale. I r8 8/8 m8 no b8. Rubbish. Someone tried to clone StarCraft and it didn't
work,. at the beginning when this game first set on steam i was excited for it but it was too buggy so quit playing it then tried
again 2 months ago and no one was on it seemed to be abandoned ... now i jumped on cuz saw the devs havnt abandoned it and
did some updates and feels more solid now and maps look good but they need to let everyone know that they have been working
on it and its good to play now cuz as of still i cant find anyone on it and no servers and im ready to play it so devs and others get
the word out that this game is not dead its gotten better and they are still gonna keep making it better ...so lets get this game busy
cuz in my eyes it looks to be better than onward i think so lets get it rolling. Toy Odyssey is what happens when you put Rogue
Legacy and Toy Story together. The game is incredibly well made from the top to the bottom. Character and mob animations
and designs are great looking. The soundtrack, ambiance, and sound design are all wonderful. The map generation isn't random
and chaotic like many other "Roguelite inspired" titles. And above all else, where it counts, the gameplay and core mechanics
are as sound as we've seen in a metroidvania platformer since Ori and the Blind Forest.

You play as Brand, a toy of a child that has been left alone in a part of the house overcome with an unknown darkness. You
must venture forth finding familiar friends and fighting toy foes that have been corrupted (prepare to hate spiders and marbles).
The RPG elements in the character building are phenomenal. They are incredibly basic simply just paying nuts, the games
currency, to upgrade either you weapons or 5 main body parts. Head, Body, Gloves, Cape, and Feet can all be upgraded through
a simply yet addicting leveling up process. You just dump money into them for upgrade points worth different amounts of stat
increases and passive abilities. For instance if you upgrade you feet enough, you get the beloved double jump.

And that is all without mentioning the base building in the game. While it feels very mobile at first with the amounts of time
that each upgrade takes (hours for many of them), they do progressively get easier as you go along. The only major downside
with the game from playing is just this. The fact that you have to wait numerous real time hours for an upgrade to finish. The
silver lining? It does continue to go with the game closed.

Overall, Toy Odyssey: The Lost and Found is my biggest hidden gem and surprise hit this year. It has easily climbed up onto my
Games of the Year list. Not sure where yet as I need to complete the game first, but after sinking several hours into this
delightful game, I needed to let the people of Steam know that it is worth a buy for any fans of Rogue Legacy style games or
Metroidvania style games.

Pros:
+ Fantastic art style and animation quality.
+ Sound design is spot on (wear headphones).
+ Addictive and fun gameplay and core elements.
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+ Simplistic, yet, comfortable progression system.
+ Well worth the $15 price tag.

Cons:
- Slow base building mechanic initially.
- Few minor bugs (options settings not saving once the game is closed).
- SPIDERS and MARBLES! Ahhh!. Before they were known as Himalaya Studios, the devs lovingly recreated three titles from
two of my favorite franchises... King's Quest and Quest For Glory. They are fantastic and I recommend them to anyone who
enjoys point and click adventures. They are so good, in fact, that I will give this irritating, 800 x 600 eye-destroying quick cash-
in monstrosity a free pass. You're welcome, guys.. You can't make a game like this if you are lower than a kite...
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